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Navier–Stokes equation 15, 31
Newtonian fluid 110
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Oldroyd derivative 225
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Rapid distortion theory 226
Realizability 226
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stress equation 39–40
stress tensor 20, 110, 205
Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes, see Model
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dissipation range 77
integral 24, 55
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small 47
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canonical flow 141
isotropic decay 77
jet flow 292
mixing layer 300
partial 77, 78
wake flow 286
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1D vs. 3D, 58
compensated 64
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dissipation rate 38
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one-dimensional energy 29
one-dimensional velocity 61–65
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time 28
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Strouhal number 285
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Taylor’s hypothesis 62
Tensor 15
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Reynolds stress 110, 205
Reynolds stress definition 20
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 Thin flow approximation 283
Tollmien–Schlichting waves 2, 168
Transition 1
 boundary layer 7, 135, 167
 free shear flow 283
 jet 5
 mixing layer 298
 pipe 4, 156
 vortical structure 177
Transport 20
 acceleration 114
 displacement 114
 gradient 120
 Lagrangian analysis 112–118
 molecular momentum 107
 vorticity 128–132, 206
 Triad wave numbers 97
 Truck flow 7, 324–326
 TS waves, see Tollmien–Schlichting waves
Turbulence
 2D 225
 homogeneous 18, 22, 23, 47
 isotropic 20, 47
 scales 54
 stationary 17
Turbulence modeling, see Model
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Van Driest damping 209, 261
Velocity
 covariance tensor 20
 defect 283
 fluctuation 19
 Fourier representation 26
 friction 115
 mean 17
 variance 19
 Viscosity 108
 eddy 110
 Viscous sublayer 142
 VLSM 196
Vortex
 filament scheme 188
 rib 299
 roller 286, 298
 street 285
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 structure 315
 Vorticity
 equation 40–44
 transport 40, 128–132, 206
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Wake flow 285–291
 cylinder 285
 mean velocity 290
 self-preserving 286
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 von Kármán vortex street 5
 wind turbine 4
Wind turbine 4
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 deformation 34, 37
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Unidirectional flow 108
Universal equilibrium 55
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